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Synergistic Software Solutions Announces The Release Of New Advanced 
Purchasing Tool For All Sage MAS 90 and MAS 200 Users

Minneapolis, MN, October 5, 2009—Synergistic Software Solutions, the publishers of JobOps, today announced the 

availability of a new advanced purchasing tool for users of Sage MAS 90 and MAS 200 ERP. Purchase Agent incorporates in-

telligent processing tools that help businesses better manage their purchasing process, avoid material shortages, and have 

the right mix of products on hand at the right time. 

By analyzing orders, minimum stock requirements, current supply, quantities on purchase order, and optional MRP pro-

jections, Purchase Agent creates a to-do list of the materials that need to be purchased. The list is presented in an easy-to-

read graphical table format ready for buyers to review, edit, and act upon. Drill-down functionality allows buyers to view 

demand points and other relevant item information. Once approved, Purchase Agent will automatically generate purchase 

orders within Sage MAS 90 or MAS 200 for the selected items and quantities. 

“Purchase Agent compares demand with available quantities and projections while factoring in reorder points and 

vendor lead times to arrive at highly accurate purchase recommendations,” said Cindy Olson, Practice Leader, JobOps. “It 

takes the guesswork and the manual entry out of the purchasing process while still providing the buyer with total visibility 

and control.”

Synergistic Software Solutions will be featuring Purchase Agent at the Sage Summit Customer Conference, taking place 

November 9-12, 2009 at the Atlanta Georgia World Congress Center. 

“JobOps, our integrated job management software for Sage MAS 90 and MAS 200, offers very similar functionality,” 

added Olson. “Purchase Agent builds upon that functionality and makes it available to customers that do not require the 

advanced manufacturing toolset in JobOps. Purchase Agent is a tool that any company with inventory will find value in.”

Learn more about Purchase Agent by visiting www.thepurchaseagent.com or by calling Synergistic Software Solutions 

at (800) 815-8483.

About JobOps and Synergistic Software 

JobOps is a comprehensive solution for automating job management functions for make-to-order, installation, and field 

service/repair companies and is the preferred choice for hundreds of North America’s small and mid-sized businesses. 

JobOps is published by Synergistic Software Solutions, LLC. a wholly-owned subsidiary of BDO Seidman, LLP. For more infor-

mation visit the JobOps Web site at www.jobops.com or call 612.367.7300 or 800.815.8483.
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JobOps publisher, Synergistic Software Solutions, releases Purchase Agent, an intelligent, efficient 
purchasing tool for users of Sage MAS 90 and MAS 200 ERP.


